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Guest blogger Joe Hirsch, teacher leader and curriculum developer, describes the jigsaw
method of cooperative learning and how it naturally builds empathy as students. SIOP Lesson .
2016 ©Center for Applied Linguistics www.cal.org/siop . SIOP Lesson Plan . Grades 9 – 12 –
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Guest blogger Joe Hirsch, teacher leader and curriculum developer, describes the jigsaw
method of cooperative learning and how it naturally builds empathy as students. The Prodigal
Son Take Home Sheet. Print this sheet to send home with the TEENren after Sunday School or
VBS. (or if doing the lessons at home, use it later in the.
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Use Jigsaw at any point in the lesson to structure meaningful conversation across a wide range
of material. Use it when . For example, Renaissance poetry can easily be organized into a
Jigsaw lesson. It just takes a little planning, but . Feb 14, 2012. In this jigsaw lesson strategy,
students learn the basics of eight parts of speech by using the jigsaw .
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The jigsaw technique is a cooperative learning approach that reduces racial conflict among
school TEENren, promotes better learning, improves student motivation, and. This lesson is
designed to be used in conjunction with the online interactive activity at
http://mathbydesign.thinkport.org. Printable templates for TEENren's Bible crafts, songs, and
worksheets.
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The 'Jigsaw' Approach Brings Lessons to Life The "jigsaw. A plan for implementation is included.
Cooperative .
SIOP Lesson . 2016 ©Center for Applied Linguistics www.cal.org/siop . SIOP Lesson Plan .
Grades 9 – 12 – ESL/ELA . Marybelle Marrero-Colón . Professional. Guest blogger Joe Hirsch,
teacher leader and curriculum developer, describes the jigsaw method of cooperative learning
and how it naturally builds empathy as students. The Prodigal Son Take Home Sheet. Print this
sheet to send home with the TEENren after Sunday School or VBS. (or if doing the lessons at
home, use it later in the.
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